Human Source Advisory Notice
Number Fourteen; 01/08/2004

Notice: (S)

Policy: (S)

Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Teamed for human source administration!

Criminal Investigative Division
Criminal Intelligence Section
Asset/Informant Unit

Phone: 202.324.5795
Fax: 202.324.5667
Secure Fax: 202.324.8179

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

ACLURM007113
From: LUIS FRATICELLI
To: Human Source Advisories
Date: Tue, Jan 13, 2004 12:40 PM
Subject: Human Source Advisory

Number 14

Please disseminate to appropriate investigative and administrative personnel.

Thanks,
Louie Fraticelli
Criminal Intel Section